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ABSTRACT  

Weirs may be used for measuring of canals discharge, decreasing water slope in canals and 

distribution of water to canals for irrigation. To empty the water of upstream canal during the 

maintenance or constructing new water structures and escaping the silt accumulated to downstream, a 

bottom pipes are installed in weir body near canal bed. Recently, with increasing the demands of water 

to downstream, a part of flow is passing through the bottom pipes in addition to over weir flow. Most 

of previous studies concentrate on estimating discharge coefficient of combined flow. However little 

information are available on scour downstream of this combined flow. So, the objectives of this 

research are to experimentally investigate the influence of using bottom openings for passing flow 

with that falling over weir crest on the geometry of scour hole downstream and on the estimation of 

minimum solid bed length to prevent this scour. The experimental program was performed in a 

rectangular flume in two categories. Each category was for weir model without working pipes and 

weir model with two synchronic working bottom pipes with weirs over-flow on scouring. In the first 

category, solid bed length behind the weir model was chosen to be 600 mm and the analysis are based 

on scour hole dimensions and its location behind the model, while the second category is for 

estimating the minimum solid bed length behind the weir model to prevent scour. Top surface slope of 

the weir is chosen to be 5:1 and 10:1for both studied categories. The model of the weir is followed by 

a solid apron following by sand basin. The mean diameter of sand is kept constant at 0.502mm. The 

channel bed slope is kept constant at 0.0001, while the discharge and flow depth downstream were 

varied to cover the required range of Froude number in Egyptian canals. The study revealed that: 

Using bottom pipes for passing flow with that falls over weir crest helps in reducing scour dimensions 

behind the weir, as well as reducing the required length of solid bed which considered bed protection. 

It also found that the required minimum length of solid apron behind the weir to prevent scour is 

greater than the summation of an arbitrary solid length and the length of scour hole formed 

downstream of it. Moreover the results showed that the predicted length of scour behind the weir with 

top surface slope 10:1 is greater than that for 5:1 especially for solid weir with low discharges and low 

head differences. Empirical formulas in a power function are developed in dimensionless forms for 

estimating the protected length against scour and the scour dimensions. On the other hand, the 

comparative analysis with previous studies revealed that the minimum solid bed length behind the 

weir to prevent scour is greater than the estimated one by using a velocity distribution approach. 

Keywords: Scour, Standing Wave Weirs, Bottom Pipes, Combined Flow and Minimum floor Length. 
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1. Introduction 

Standing wave weir is the most often type of weirs used in Egyptian, Indian and Pakistanian 

irrigation channels for measuring the discharge and reducing the head on an existing structure. 

Ashour, 1974[1] found that the best downstream top surface slope of the standing wave weir is 

5:1 for small discharges up to a ratio of the upstream water head to the height of weir = 0.5. 

Shehata, 2010[2] carried out a series of experimental measurements on the discharge equation 

for the combination between flow through bottom pipes which is working synchronically with 

over weir flow. He [2] found passing a partial flow through these pipes reduces the working head 

over the weir crest. Abozeid, 1989 [3] studied the effects of the geometrical dimension of solid 

standing wave weir on the scour length behind it utilizing the velocity distributions approach over 

a horizontal solid bed. He [3] concluded that the top surface slope 10:1 contributes for a rapid 

adjustment of the velocity distributions to its normal state faster than the other top surface slope. 

Consequently, the predicted lengths of scour should be shorter in comparison with the studied top 

surface slopes. El-Attar, 1995[4] performed experiments to study the scour depth below pipe 

culvert outlets, and showed that the ultimate maximum scour depth below pipe culvert, related to 

the densimetric Froude number (Fd) and pipe diameter (D) is given by: 

        ds/D = 0.25 (Fd) +2.0                                                                                              (1) 

Abozeid, 2006[5] found experimentally the minimum solid floor length behind a model 

of a regulator having three vents with sluice gates to prevent scour is greater than the sum 

of an arbitrary solid bed length and the length of scour hole formed downstream it. 

Shenouda, 2008[6] experimentally found the scour behind curved weirs is less than that of 

straight ones. Ali, 1995[7] studied experimentally the proper location at which the floor 

sills should be placed behind the hydraulic structures to minimize scour. He found that the 

proper location of the baffle sill depends on the sill height and the tail water depth and it 

reduces the length required to prevent scour by 25%. Negm, 2004[8] experimentally 

investigated the effect of sill arrangement on maximum scour depth downstream of 

abruptly enlarged stilling basins. He [8] concluded that the use of sill inside the basin 

reduces the maximum scour depth downstream of the basin. Hossam, 2012[9] clarified the 

effect of bottom pipe locations from the bed on scour downstream clear over fall weir with 

the combined flow. Sobeih et al. [10] investigated  the  influence of using  openings  in 

weirs  on  scour  hole  depth  downstream  of  clear over fall weir. Three cases of opening 

arrangements were included, no opening, one opening and three openings.  Their 

experiments  showed  that  for most considered values of openings diameter either case of 

one opening or  three openings, the value of h/p = 0.25 gave  the smaller values of scour 

depth, while  the value of h/p = 0.5 gave the higher values of scour depth. Using Artificial 

Neural Network and the experimental results on scour downstream a model of New Esna 

barrages, Shenoda, 2014[11] found the minimum length of solid apron of the barrages to 

prevent scour is greater than the existing one. Guan et al., 2016[12] presented an 

experimental study of local scour at submerged weirs in sand-bed channels. They [12] 

studied the effect of sediment size, weir height and tail-water depth on flow regime and 

scour and proposed a new design method for estimating the maximum scour depths at the 

submerged weirs. Googheri et al., 2017 [13] used Flow 3D to simulate the temporal 

changes of scour in combined free flow over weirs and below gates. They [13] compared 

the numerical results with the experimental ones and found the relative error between them 

equals 7.36% and the turbulent energy dissipation was decreased to 38% at the end of 

running the model. This decrease led to the creation of scour hole balance. Lu Wang et al., 
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2018[14] studied experimentally local scour at submerged weirs with different downstream 

slopes. Their results showed that the upstream scour depth is independent of the 

downstream weir slope. Also, they [14] found “the downstream weir slope does not affect 

the downstream scour depth when it is greater than the upstream slope of the downstream 

scour hole, θ”. Flume experiments and a Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) model were 

used by Al-Husseini et al., 2019 [15] to study flow properties and scour around four new 

shapes of submerged weir: inclined sharp crested weirs with 30° and 120° slopes, 

respectively, and two different vertical arch weirs. Their results showed that the inclined 

sharp crested weir with a 120° angle reduced the maximum scour depth by more than three 

times compared to the sharp crested weir and gave minimum scour depth compared with 

the other models. The objectives of this study are to experimentally investigate the scour 

formation and its dimensions behind standing wave weir under the conditions of combined 

flow. The required minimum solid bed length behind the weir to prevent scour is 

estimated. Empirical formulas in dimensionless forms are developed to estimate scour 

dimensions and the required minimum solid bed length behind the weir to prevent scour. 

Verification of the present results with that of previous study approaches is examined. 

2. Experimental works 

The experiments were conducted in a tilting flume located in the hydraulics laboratory of 

Civil Engineering Department, Assiut University. Water is circulated by a pump to the flume 

from a return channel leaving from the flume as shown in photo (1). The flow rate can be 

regulated by a control valve located on a 100 mm. diameter pipeline which discharges directly 

into the flume. The flow leaving from the flume is directed to a tank found at the end of the 

flume and then to a return channel. Orifice meter is used for measuring the discharge. The 

experimental program was performed in two categories. Each category includes two groups. 

For the first category, solid bed length behind the weir model was chosen according to Bligh, 

1912[16] to be 600 mm to analyze scour dimensions (see Fig. 1). In the second category, to 

estimate the minimum solid bed length behind the weir to prevent scour, it is assumed to be 

equal (600 mm + the length of scour hole formed in the first category), (see Fig. 2). For both 

categories, the groups were; weir model without working pipes and weir model with two 

synchronic working bottom pipes with weirs over flow. Each bottom pipe had 254 mm 

diameter (D/P =0.265). The top surface slope of the weir was chosen to be 5:1 and 10:1for both 

studied categories. (see Photo 2).  The model was combined of weir body followed by a solid 

apron following by sand basin. The mean diameter of sand was kept constant at 0.502mm. 

 

 

 

 
 

Photo 1. General view of the re-circulating flume. 

The channel bed slope was kept constant at 0.0001, while the discharge and flow depth 

downstream were varied to cover the required range of Froude number (from 0.11 to 0.23) as in 

Egyptian canals [4]. Downstream water depth was controlled by a tail gate located at the end of 

the flume. Water depths, levels and scour hole dimensions were measured using point gauges. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/computational-fluid-dynamic
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/flow-property
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/weirs
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/arches
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/scour-depth
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Fig. 1. Definition sketch showing the geometry of scour hole and governing parameters in the first category. 

After fixing the weir model on the flume bed at a distance 600 mm upstream of the sand 

basin, the experimental procedures for the first category were as follows: 1) Bottom pipes 

were closed and the desired discharge is flowing (group 1). 2) The channel filled with water. 

3) Sand basin was completely leveled. 4) The downstream water depth was adjusted to the 

desired one (Y2) by the tail gate. 5) After 3 hours run time Grade, 1961[17] the upstream 

water depths (Y1), downstream depth (Y2), the discharge (Q), the static head over the weir 

(H), the scour hole length (ls), maximum scour hole depth (ds) and its position from the weir 

end (Ls), the near-bed velocity at the end of solid apron (Vb) were measured (see Fig. (1)). 6) 

Tail-gate opening was changed and procedures from 2 to 5 were repeated for same discharge. 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 2. Definition sketch showing the technique and governing parameters used in the second category. 

 

 

 

 

Photo 2. Upstream view of weir model showing bottom pipes. 

7) The discharge was changed and steps from 2 to 6 were repeated three times for the 

same discharge to give the required range of Froude number. 8) Bottom pipes were opened 

(group 2), then procedures from 2 to 7 were repeated (see Fig. (2)). 9) New model with a 

new top surface slope was installed and procedures from 1 to 8 were repeated.  

For the second category, same procedures of first one were repeated but the solid apron 

was extended using 1.5 mm thick and 300 mm wide steel plate till the scour is prevented, then 

the minimum solid bed length behind the weir to prevent scour was measured, (see Fig. 2). 

3. Theoretical approach 

The success of the method of dimensional analysis depends on the prescience in selecting 

the governing parameters. Scour length (Ls) which equals to the distance from the weir end to 

the location of maximum depth of scour, maximum depth of scour hole (ds). The minimum 

length of solid apron required to prevent scour Ls(min), also the length (L+ls) which equals to the 

sum of an arbitrary length of floor (L) plus to total scour hole length (ls), may be depended 

basically on upstream water depth (Y1), downstream one (Y2), total discharge passes to 

downstream through flume (Qt), near bed velocity of water measured at the end of solid apron 

(Vb), the head difference between upstream and downstream water surfaces (Ha=Y1-Y2), weir 
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height (P), pipe diameter (D), mean diameter of sand (d50), critical flow depth (Ycr), channel 

width (B), specific weight of sand ( s ), gravitational acceleration (g) and density, specific 

weight and absolute viscosity of water  ,   and   respectively. (see Figs. (1 and 2)). 

The general functional relationship of these variables can be given by the following form: 

 = (Ls, ds, Ls(min), (L+ls), Y1, Y2, Qt, Vb, Ha, P, D, d50, Ycr, B, s ,  , , , g) = 0      (2) 

Applying the method of dimensional analysis, one can find; 
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The term (
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2 / gyQt ) is square Froude number (
2

eF ) while 2yQt   is the Reynolds 

number (Re). The flow over sand bed exposed to erosion is ensured turbulent rough, 

consequently Reynolds’ number effect on scour prediction is expected to be insignificant and 

it may be dropped from Eq. (3) Ali, 1978[18] and Chatterjee and Ghosh, 1980[19]. Powel, 

1946 [20] found that the gravity starts to affect the flow resistance when Froude equals 2.49. 

Also, Ali [18] found the scour behind the sill located downstream sluice gate under 

submerged hydraulic jump was independent of Froude number. Various combinations of 

these variables can be used in a particular problem. All are theoretically equally valid but 

certain ones may produce better and significant relationships than others. So, considering the 

properties of dimensional analysis, Eq. (3) could be minimizing as follows: 
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Ycr = critical flow depth = 3 2 /)/( gBQt , b = bed shear stresses on sand surface at 

the beginning of sand basin due to flow motion which is given as [7]:  

                                       8/2
bb fV                                                                       (5) 

where f is the coefficient of friction and given from the following form [7]: 

                                 )/6.12( log 0.2/1 502 dYf                                             (6) 

and c = critical shear stresses in (N/m
2
) obtained from the following equation 

Leliavesky, 1965 [21]:  

                                   50)1( dGsc                                                                  (7) 

Gs is the specific gravity of sand, s  in N/m
3
, d50 in meters and  is a parameter varies 

in range from 0.04 to 0.1)Leliavesky, 1955( [23]. 

4. Results and discussions 

Most of the previous studies analyzed the results of scour according the extreme 

dimensions of scour hole (i.e. maximum depth (ds) and its location behind the structures (Ls)) 
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[5, 6, 9, 10 and 23]. In this study the analysis of scour parameters will be carried out in two 

cases; the first, when it is experimentally allowed the scour to form a hole and its parameters 

such as (ds, Ls and ls) are analyzed, while the second, when the scour is prevented and the 

minimum length (ls(min)) of solid bed behind the weir to prevent scour is measured. 

First case: 

Figures (3 and 4) present the variation of dimensionless maximum scour depth (ds/Y2) 

with the dimensionless head difference (Ha/Y2) at different values of (B/Ycr) and top surface 

slope of 10:1and 5:1 for solid and piped weirs respectively. The figures show the increase of 

scour depth with increasing the difference between the upstream and downstream water 

levels. Moreover, increasing the discharge which is represented by the form of critical depth 

(B/Ycr) increases the scour depth. The scour behind the weir with top surface slope 10:1 is 

lower than that with 5:1except for high discharge of piped weirs. On other hand, it is clear 

that passing part of the discharge to downstream through the bottom pipes (piped weir) 

decreases the scour behind the weirs. This may due to the decrease of the head difference 

between upstream and downstream of the weir and may due to the increase of energy 

dissipation due to the interaction between the falling over weir flow and pipe flow. So, there 

is no scour problem with passing an additional part of the flow through the bottom pipes. The 

correlation of the experimental data is found in the power function as follows: 

                                                       
cas

Y

H
b

Y

d
)(  

22

                                                        (8) 

where: c is a coefficients depending on weir top surface slope and b coefficients 

depending on the value of (B/Ycr) and weir top surface slope as in Table (1). 

      Table 1.  

      Values of the coefficients in Eq. (8). 

  
B/Ycr  

Values of (b) for:  Values of (c) for: 

Solid weir Piped weir Solid weir Piped weir 

10:1 5:1 10:1 5:1 10:1 5:1 10:1 5:1 

7.2 0.76 0.75 1.71 0.94 

0.48 0.88 0.99 0.81 7.87 0.67 .67 1.19 0.9 

9.84 0.6 .58 0.77 0.75 

 

      

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Variation of (ds)/Y2) with (Ha/Y2) at different values of (B/Ycr) for solid weir 

with 10:1 and 5:1 top surface slopes.  
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Fig. 4. Variation of (ds)/Y2) with (Ha/Y2) at different values of (B/Ycr) for piped weir 

with 10:1 and 5:1 top surface slopes.  

The experimental results on the location of maximum scour depth (Ls) behind solid and 

piped weirs with top surface slopes 10:1 and 5:1 respectively are shown drawn in 

dimensionless form as in Fig. (5). The figure shows a little decrease in (Ls) when using 

bottom pipes to pass a part of flow to downstream. This decrease is higher with weir has 

5:1 top surface slope. This because the top surface slope 5:1 accelerates the flow to 

downstream and increases the impinging momentum at the channel bed. The 

dimensionless relationship may be correlated in the following form:  

                                                   
kas

Y

H
f

Y

L
)(  

22

                                                           (9) 

Where: f and k are coefficients depending on the weir top surface slope as in Table (2). 

Table .2. 

Values of the coefficients in Eq. (9). 

B/Ycr  

Values of (f) for: Values of (k) for top surface slope of: 

Solid weir Piped weir Solid weir Piped weir 

10:1 5:1 10:1 5:1 10:1 5:1 10:1 5:1 

7.2 

7.86 6.88 7.8 6.6 0.171 0.15 0.171 0.15 7.87 

9.84 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Comparison between the variation of (Ls/Y2) with (Ha/Y2) for solid and piped 

weirs with 10:1 and 5:1 top surface slopes. 

Bed shear stresses and critical ones are calculated according to Eqns. (5-7) for bed 

materials in sand basin behind solid and piped weir with 10:1 top surface slope. Figure (6) 

shows the drawings of dimensionless scour depth with that of shear stresses.  It is seen for 

same scour dimensions, the values of shear stress ratio is smaller for piped weir than those 
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of solid one and both are less than unity. So, the formation of scour may due to the 

turbulence associated with the top and bottom rollers behind the weir and may due to the 

escape of fine particles having small critical shear stress with existing values of bed ones. 

The higher values and the rapid increase of scour depth with bed shear stresses although of 

small values c when the pipes are working may due to the turbulence happened at the 

interaction between the streamlines of exit pipe flow with those coming from the over weir 

flow. Same results but with different values are obtained with the 5:1 top surface slope.  

The dimensionless relationship may be correlated in the following form:  

                                                   
n

c

bs m
Y

L
)(  

2 


                                                           (10) 

Where: m and n are coefficients depending on the weir top surface slope as in Table (3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Comparison between the variation of (ds/Y2) with ( cb  ) for solid and piped weirs 

with 10:1 top surface slope.  

Table 3.  

Values of the coefficients in Eq. (10). 

  
B/Ycr  

Values of (m) for: Values of (n) for top surface slope of: 

Solid weir Piped weir Solid weir Piped weir 

10:1 5:1 10:1 5:1 10:1 5:1 10:1 5:1 

7.2 

0.565 0.697 3.106 0.345 0.68 0.465 1.307 0.551 7.87 

9.84 

Second case: 

In this case, the analysis are based on two phases; in the first one, it is considered  that the 

length of solid apron required to prevent scour behind the weir model is combined from (the 

length of solid apron (600 mm) + the length of formed scour hole). The experiments show that, 

considering the combined length of first category as solid apron is not sufficient to prevent 

scour and additional scour hole is formed, so the minimum length of solid apron to prevent 

scour (Ls(min)) was experimentally measured and will be analyzed in the second phase.  

The dimensionless combined lengths ((L+ls)/Y2) are drawn against (Ha/Y2) at different 

values of (B/Ycr) with top surface slopes 10:1 and 5:1 for solid and piped weirs respectively 

as shown in Figs. (7 & 8). The drawings show same trend of increasing the combined 

length with the increase of both (Ha/Y2) and (B/Ycr). The correlation of the data found to 

follow the following exponential form: 
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ra
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p
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lsL
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                                                (11) 

Where: p is a constant depending on the weir top surface slope and r coefficients 

depending on the values of (B/Ycr) and weir top surface slope as in Table (4). 

Table 4.  

Values of the coefficients in Eq. (11). 

  
B/Ycr  

Values of (r) for: Values of (p) for top surface slope of: 

Solid weir Piped weir Solid weir Piped weir 

10:1 5:1 10:1 5:1 10:1 5:1 10:1 5:1 

7.2 12.393 12.729 15.33 9.258 

0.204 0.313 0.358 0.192 7.87 11.714 11.679 13.241 8.995 

9.84 11.25 11.038 12.405 8.734 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.7. Variation of ((L+ls)/Y2) with (Ha/Y2) at different values of (B/Ycr) for solid weir with 10:1 

and 5:1 top surface slopes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Variation of ((L+ls)/Y2) with (Ha/Y2) at different values of (B/Ycr) for piped weir with 

10:1 and 5:1 top surface slopes. 

In the second phase of second case, the measured minimum-length of solid apron to prevent 

scour behind the studied weirs (Ls(min)) is drawn in dimensionless form against the values of 

(Ha/Y2) at different values of (B/Ycr) as in Figs. (9 &10) for solid and pipes weirs respectively 

with 10:1 and 5:1 top surface slopes. From the figures, it is observed that top surface slope 10:1 

needs longer solid apron than 5:1 for high discharges and low head differences. The correlation 

of the measured data found to follow the following exponential form: 

                                                   
wa

Y

H
u

Y

Ls
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)(

22

(min)
                                              (12) 
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Where: w is a constant depending on weir top surface slope and u coefficients 

depending on the value of (B/Ycr) and weir top surface slope as in Table (5). 

Table 5.  

Values of the coefficients in Eq. (12). 

  

B/Ycr  

Values of (w) for: Values of (u) for top surface slope of: 

Solid weir Piped weir Solid weir Piped weir 

10:1 5:1 10:1 5:1 10:1 5:1 10:1 5:1 

7.2 18.389 22.097 28.161 26.992 

0.329 0.49 0.499 0.522 7.87 17.16 21.464 24.531 24.053 

9.84 16.294 18.606 22.103 2.342 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. Variation of ((Ls(min))/Y2) with (Ha/Y2) at different values of (B/Ycr) for solid weir with 

10:1 and 5:1 top surface slopes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10. Variation of ((Ls(min))/Y2) with (Ha/Y2) at different values of (B/Ycr) for piped weir with 

10:1 and 5:1 top surface slopes. 

5. Verification of experimental results 

Based on velocity distribution approach, [Abozeid 1989][3] estimated the length of solid 

apron to prevent scour downstream the standing wave weir. Figure (11) presents the 

relations among the minimum length of solid apron to prevent scour (Ls(min)), length behind 

the weir to the location of maximum scour depth (Ls), the combination of arbitrary length 

of solid apron (L= 6oo mm) + scour hole length (ls) and the estimated length of solid apron 

to prevent scour based on velocity distribution approach [3]. All are drawn in 

dimensionless form against (Ha/Y2) at (B/Ycr = 7.2) for weirs with top surface slope of 

10:1. From the comparison between the results of the current study with that of  [Abozeid 

1989] [3] as shown in Fig.11, it is found that the estimated length of solid apron to prevent 

scour based on velocity distribution approach approximately equals to (the combination of 

arbitrary length of solid apron+ scour hole length (L+ls). Moreover the figure shows 
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(Ls(min)) is the longest one while the length behind the weir to the location of maximum 

scour depth (Ls) is the shortest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11. Comparison between the variation of (Lsmin/Y2), ((L+ls)/Y2) and results of velocity 

distribution )(Ls/Y2) [3] with (Ha/Y2) at (B/Ycr=7.2) for solid weir with 10:1 top surface slope.  

6. Conclusions 

As it is consistent from previous studies, that the use of standing wave weir with top 

surface slope 5:1 is the better for discharge measurement purposes [1] and using the weir 

with top surface slope 10:1 gives minimum scour downstream in comparison with another 

top surface slopes [3]. This study focused on these two cases considering the combination 

of over weir flow with that of bottom pipes. Moreover, the minimum solid bed length is 

studied as countermeasure of bed against scour. 

The findings from this study may have practical applications when it is required to 

increase the passing flow rate from the upstream to downstream of the weir without 

affecting the safety of weirs and canal embankments and may be drawn as follows:   

1) Using bottom pipes for passing flow with that falls over weir crest helps in 

reducing scour dimensions behind the weir, as well as reducing the required length 

of solid bed which considered bed protection. 

2) The required minimum length of solid apron behind the weir to prevent scour is 

greater than the summation of an arbitrary solid length and the length of scour hole 

formed downstream of it. 

3) The predicted length of scour behind the solid weir with top surface slope 10:1 is 

greater than that for 5:1 especially for high discharges and high head differences.   

4) Empirical formulas in a power function were developed in dimensionless forms for 

estimating the protected scour dimensions of scour hole and the minimum length 

required to prevent scour the in the range of the experimental parameters 

mentioned in the experimental works and appeared on the figures. 

5) From the comparative analysis with previous studies, it is found that the minimum 

length of solid bed behind the weir to prevent scour is greater than that one to 

protect the structure and the estimated one by using velocity distribution approach. 
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List of Symbols and Abbreviations 

The following symbols and abbreviations have been used in this paper: 

Symbols and 

Abbreviations 
Description Dimensions 

B Canal bed width L 

D Bottom opening diameter L 

D50 Mean diameter of sand L 

ds Maximum scour hole depth L 

Fe Froude Number - 

f Friction factor - 

g Acceleration due to gravity LT
-2

 

Ha Head difference on the weir and pipes (Y1-Y2) L 

L Arbitrary length of solid apron (chosen to be 60 cm)  L 

Ls Location of maximum scour depth behind the weir L 

Ls(min) Minimum length of solid apron to prevent scour L 

ls Total length of scour hole L 

P Weir height (10:1 and 5:1) L 

Qt Total flow rate passing to downstream L
3
T

-1
 

Re Reynolds’ Number - 

S Weir top surface slope - 

Vb Near bed velocity LT
-1

 

Y1 Upstream water depth of the weir L 

Y2 Downstream water depth of the weir L 

Ycr Critical flow depth L 

(b, c, f, k, m, 

n, p, r, u, w) 

Coefficients in the dimensionless equations - 

  parameter varies in range from 0.04 to 0.1 - 
  Specific weight of water ML

-2
T

-2
 

s  Specific weight of sand ML
-2

T
-2

 

  Density of water ML
-3

 

b  Bed average shear stresses ML
-1

T
-2

 

c  Critical shear stresses of sand particles ML
-1

T
-2

 

  Absolute viscosity of water ML
-1

T
-1

 

Solid weir Weir with over crest flow (closed bottom pipes) - 

Piped weir Weir with combined flow (opened bottom pipes) - 

V. Dist. Velocity Distribution approach - 
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 المستقرة المىجة اتحذوثه خلف هذار  دراسة معملية على وحر القاع ومىع

 السفلية المىاسير ومه خلال الهذار أعلى مه المركب عىذ السريان 

 العربي الملخص

، ٚرٛص٠غ ا١ٌّبٖ ث١ٓ ثٙب، ٚخفط أحذاس ا١ٌّبٖ اٌّىشٛفخ ٌم١بط رصشفبد اٌمٕٛاد اٌٙذاسادرسزخذَ 

شاء ػ١ٍّبد اٌص١بٔخ . ثٙذف رصشثف ا١ٌّبٖ ثبٌّغبسٞ اٌّبئ١خ أِبَ اٌٙذاساد لاعاٌمٕٛاد لأغشاض اٌشٞ

ػبدح  ضٚد اٌٙذاس٠زّش٠ش اٌطّٟ اٌّزشاوُ أِبَ ٘زٖ اٌٙذاساد اٌٝ اٌخٍف، ٌٚالبِخ ِٕشآد عذ٠ذح، ٚوزٌه 

. ِٚغ ص٠بدح اٌطٍت ػٍٝ ا١ٌّبٖ ثبٌخٍف ِزش ِٓ ٔٙب٠ز١ٗ 5.5ٚػٍٝ ثؼذ  ثغسّٗ لشة لبع اٌّغشٜ ز١ٓثفزح

ش ٌزّش٠ش ١ِبٖ اظبف١خ ِغ اٌزصشف اٌّبس فٛق ػزت ٚرؤ١ِٓ عسٛس اٌّغشٜ ثبلأِبَ، ٠زُ اسزخذاَ ٘زٖ اٌّٛاس١

، ِٚغ رٌه فئْ اٌذساسبد اٌّشوترشوض ِؼظُ اٌذساسبد اٌسبثمخ ػٍٝ رمذ٠ش ِؼبًِ اٌزصشف ٌٍسش٠بْ اٌٙذاس. 

اٌّؼ١ٕخ ثذساسخ إٌحش خٍف ٘زا إٌٛع ِٓ اٌسش٠بْ اٌّشوت ِحذٚدح. اٌٙذف ِٓ ٘زا اٌجحش ٘ٛ اٌزحم١ك 

ػٍٟ اٌشىً إٌٙذسٟ ٌٕحش  ّسزمشحفزحبد اٌمبع ِٓ خلاي اٌٙذاس راد اٌّٛعخ اٌ اٌزغش٠جٟ فٟ رؤص١ش اسزخذاَ

اٌمبع ٚغٛي اٌمبع اٌصٍت خٍف اٌٙذاس ٌحّب٠خ اٌمبع ِٓ إٌحش. رُ رٕف١ز اٌجشٔبِظ اٌزغش٠جٟ فٟ لٕبح ِسزط١ٍخ ِغ 

غ فزحز١ٓ سف١ٍخ( ّٚٔٛرط ٘ذاس ِ بداػزجبس فئز١ٓ ِٓ اٌزغبسة اٌّؼ١ٍّخ؛ ّٔٛرط ٘ذاس ِصّذ )ثذْٚ فزح

ُِ. ٠سزٕذ اٌزح١ًٍ إٌٝ  655سف١ٍز١ٓ. فٟ اٌفئخ الأٌٚٝ، رُ اخز١بس غٛي اٌمبع اٌصٍت خٍف ّٔٛرط اٌٙذاس ١ٌىْٛ 

ِٓ  ِٚٛلؼٙب خٍف إٌّٛرط. أِب ثبٌٕسجخ ٌٍفئخ اٌضب١ٔخ، رُ رمذ٠ش اٌحذ الأدٔٝ ٌٍطٛي اٌصٍت اٌصٍت حفشحاٌأثؼبد 

ٌىٍزب اٌفئز١ٓ.  1: 15ٚ  1: 5ذاس ٌّٕغ إٌحش. رُ اخز١بس ١ًِ اٌسطح اٌؼٍٛٞ ٌٍٙذاس ١ٌىْٛ ٙخٍف ّٔٛرط اٌ اٌمبع

ُِ. رُ  5.550لطش اٌشًِ صبثزبً  ثم١ّخ ٠زجغ ّٔٛرط اٌٙذاس لبع صٍت ١ٍ٠ٗ لبع ِزحشن ِٓ اٌشِبي. ِزٛسػ 

اٌّبس ٌٍخٍف ٚػّك ٌىٍٟ ا، فٟ ح١ٓ رُ رغ١١ش ِؼذي اٌزصشف  5.5551اٌحفبظ ػٍٟ ١ًِ لبع اٌمٕبح صبثزًب ػٕذ 

 ثبٌمٕٛاد اٌّصش٠خ. ( ٚاٌّزٛلغ5.00اٌٝ  5.11)ِٓ  ِذٜ سلُ فش٠ٚذ١ٌغطٟ  اٌسش٠بْ خٍف اٌٙذاس

ِغ اٌسش٠بْ فٛق ػزت اٌٙذاس اظبفٟ ِزضإِب وشفذ اٌذساسخ أْ اسزخذاَ فزحبد اٌمبع ٌزّش٠ش رصشف  

ٌّٕغ حذٚس  لاصَاٌصٍت اٌ مبعٌّطٍٛة ٠ٌٍسبػذ فٟ اٌحذ ِٓ رم١ًٍ إٌحش خٍف اٌٙذاس، ٚوزٌه رم١ًٍ اٌطٛي ا

اٌصٍت خٍف اٌٙذاسٌّٕغ إٌحش أوجش ِٓ ٔبرظ عّغ  اٌمبع طٛيٌ. ٚلذ ٚعذ أ٠عب أْ اٌحذ الأدٔٝ اٌّطٍٛة إٌحش

غٛي اٌحّب٠خ اٌصٍت الافزشاظٟ ٚغٛي حفشح إٌحش اٌزٞ رشىً خٍفٗ. ػلاٚح ػٍٝ رٌه، خٍصذ إٌزبئظ إٌٝ 

ه أوجش ِٓ رٍ 1: 15اٌؼٍٛٞ  ِغ ِٕحذس سطح اٌٙذاساٌّصّذ ٍف اٌٙذاس أْ اٌطٛي اٌّزٛلغ ٌحفشح إٌحش خ

ثبسزخذاَ ٔظش٠خ  إٌّخفعخ. اٌزصشفِؼذلاد خبصخ ثبٌٕسجخ إٌٝ  1: 5إٌبرغخ ِٓ ِٕحذس اٌسطح اٌؼٍٛٞ 

ٌحّب٠خ  اٌحذ الأدٔٝ اٌّطٍٛة ٌطٛي اٌمبع اٌصٍت خٍف اٌٙذاسٌزمذ٠ش رغش٠ج١خ  اسزٕزبط ِؼبدلادرُ الاثؼبد، 

فٟ حذٚد اٌّزغ١شاد اٌّزوٛس ثبٌجحش ٚاٌّٛظحخ ػٍٝ  إٌحشحذٚس ٌّٕغ ِٓ خطٛسح إٌحش ٚؤ إٌّش

أْ اٌحذ الأدٔٝ اٌّطٍٛة ٌطٛي اٌمبع  ، ٚعذِٓ خلاي إعشاء رح١ًٍ ِمبسْ ِغ اٌذساسبد اٌسبثمخٚ. اٌشسِٛبد

اٌحبدس، ٚوزٌه اوجش ٌحّب٠خ إٌّشؤ ِٓ إٌحش ِٓ رٌه اٌزٞ رُ اٌزٕجؤ ثٗ اٌصٍت خٍف اٌٙذاسٌّٕغ إٌحش أوجش 

 .بدرٛص٠غ اٌسشػثبسزخذاَ ِٕحٕٟ  ثٗ اٌزٕجؤ ِٓ اٌزٞ رُ

 

 


